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NEEA Commissioning ACE Model Draft Report

Executive Summary
From 1998 to 2004, the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) managed an initiative to
transform the building commissioning market in the Northwest. NEEA’s goal was to make
commissioning standard practice in public buildings and to create a standardized professional
certification body for commissioning providers. Through the initiative, NEEA supported the
adoption of state and local commissioning policies in public buildings, and created and fostered
the Building Commissioning Association (BCA). To assess the long-term outcomes of the
initiative, NEEA began tracking market activities and trends related to commissioning in 2005
through its long-term monitoring and tracking (LTMT) efforts. LTMT efforts include primary
and secondary data collection activities on market characterization, commissioning providers,
and policy.
As part of NEEA’s current LTMT efforts on commissioning, Cadmus collected data on market
activities and trends related to building commissioning in the Northwest for the 2012–2013
period. Cadmus provided intelligence on market activity, commissioning providers, and policy to
guide NEEA’s Alliance Cost Effectiveness Model (ACE Model) update and to suggest that there
is opportunity for NEEA to further influence the commissioning market.
NEEA’s five objectives for this study were to update the ACE Model with:


The number of commissioning providers and firms in the Northwest (Idaho, Montana,
Oregon, and Washington) in 2012 and 2013



An estimate of the total existing and new building space available for commissioning in
the Northwest in 2012 and 2013



An estimate of the square footage of demolished building space in the Northwest in 2012
and 2013



An estimate of the square footage of new building commissioning (Cx)1,
retrocommissioning (RCx)2, recommissioning (ReCx)3, and ongoing commissioning
(OCx)4 that occurred in 2012 and 2013



Information on the current state and local codes and policies in 2012 and 2013

Cadmus implemented a multi-method approach to collect data for the five ACE Model
assumptions and objectives, using an array of primary and secondary data collection activities
including Internet research, phone surveys of commissioning providers, primary data collection
of commissioning activity, and in-depth interviews with officials.

1

New building commissioning is the process of commissioning new buildings during the construction phase.
Retrocommissioning is the commissioning of existing buildings that have not previously been commissioned.
3
Recommissioning is the commissioning of existing buildings that have previously been commissioned.
4
Ongoing commissioning, sometimes referred to as continuous commissioning, is the process of monitoring and
fine-tuning commissioned buildings repeatedly over time.
2
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Number of Commissioning Providers
Cadmus estimated there were 113 certified commissioning providers in the Northwest in 2012
and 2013, representing 60 unique firms. Cadmus does not know if the population of certified
commissioning providers has increased or decreased over the years as both the 2009 and 2011
LTMT reports provided only the population of BCA-certified providers.5

New Building Commissioning Market Activity
Total new building construction activity in 2012 and 2013, as measured by floor area, remained
low compared to activity from 2007 to 2010 (shown in Figure 1). Although the new construction
market size in 2012 and 20136 was substantially lower than previous years, the Cx market
penetration was significantly higher. Using the research methodology described in this
document, Cadmus estimated the Cx market penetration in the Northwest at 54% in 2012 and
56% in 2013, and attributes the increase in the last two years to commissioning requirements
from state and local codes and policies and the US Green Building Council’s Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating systems.
Figure 1. Historical LTMT Cx Market Size and Penetration Estimates

Source: Navigant, 2010; Navigant, 2012; 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions.

In Figure 2, Cadmus shows a comparison of the 2012 and 2013 Cx market size and penetration
across the four Northwestern states. Washington had the highest market penetration at 70%
5

The 2009 LTMT report stated that 49 providers were certified members of the BCA and the 2011 LTMT report
indicated 57 providers. Cadmus’ evaluation shows that the number of BCA-certified providers has decreased to 27
unique providers.
6
Cadmus used new commercial building construction data from McGraw Hill Dodge to estimate the market size for
new building commissioning. Cx market penetration was determined by dividing the annual new building
commissioning square footage by the annual new building market size square footage.
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compared to Idaho with the lowest penetration of about 13%. Cadmus attributes Washington’s
high Cx penetration rate primarily to the implementation of new state and local codes that
require Cx for all large buildings.7 Other states have voluntary policies in place, which may be
less influential on commissioning practices.
Figure 2. Northwest’s 2012-2013 Cx Market Size and Penetration Estimates

Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions

Existing Building Market Activity8
Retrocommissioning
As shown in Figure 3, previous LTMT estimates indicated that RCx has increased an average of
4% annually. Cadmus’ RCx market penetration estimates of 0.8% in 2012 and 0.9% in 2013
align closely with the historical growth trend, with an increase of 3.7% from 2011 to 2012 and
5.7% from 2012 to 2013. Cadmus’ research indicated that the growth in RCx activity in 2012
and 2013 can be attributed to more firms offering RCx services and lead generation from Cx
projects.

7

Washington’s state energy code requires Cx for buildings greater than or equal to 20,000 square feet. For all other
Northwest states, the threshold is 5,000 or 10,000 square feet.
8
Cadmus used existing commercial building data from CoStar to estimate the market size for RCx, ReCx, and OCx.
Market penetration was determined by dividing the annual RCx, ReCx, and OCx square footage by the annual
existing building market size square footage.
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Figure 3. Historical LTMT RCx Activity Estimates

Source: Navigant, 2010; Navigant, 2012; 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions.

Figure 4 shows the 2012 and 2013 RCx market size and penetration across the four states. Even
with an overall growth for RCx activity in 2012 and 2013, RCx market penetration is still low
compared to Cx market penetration.
Figure 4. Northwest’s 2012-2013 RCx Market Size and Penetration Estimates

Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions
Note: RCx market size does not include multi-family space. Buildings less than five years-old are included.
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Many of the commissioning providers interviewed indicated that their firms specialized in Cx
(80%) and RCx (60%). A large majority of the providers also reported using word-of-mouth
marketing; customers who commission new buildings may also own existing facilities and may
hear about RCx services through their Cx projects.
Recommissioning and Ongoing Commissioning
Cadmus’ primary and secondary research on the ReCx and OCx markets indicated that few
providers are performing these services currently. Cadmus estimated ReCx market penetration at
0.1% in 2012 and 0.2% in 2013, and OCx market penetration at 0.2% in 2012 and 0.2% in 2013.
The firms that Cadmus included in the primary research sample did not report any ReCx activity
in Idaho or Montana in 2013 and did not report any OCx activity in Idaho or Montana in 2012
and 2013.

Demolitions
Cadmus used differences between existing commercial building and new construction square
footage by state and year to estimate the annual amount of demolished building space in 2012
and 2013 as 13.0 and 14.8 million square feet, respectively. Cadmus validated the estimates with
building survival rates from the 2004 report Assessment of the Commercial Building Stock in the
Pacific Northwest by KEMA-XENERGY and Cadmus’ 2009 report Northwest Commercial
Building Stock Assessment.

State and Local Commissioning Codes and Policies
The majority of commissioning-related codes and policies apply to new building projects in the
public sector. With the exception of Washington, interviewed state officials reported that codes
and policies have minimal impact on commissioning activity. The 2012 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC) added a commissioning component, making new building
commissioning mandatory for all large commercial buildings. NEEA played a role in
championing the IECC’s commissioning component as well as facilitating Washington’s
adoption of the 2012 IECC—currently the only Northwest state to have adopted the code.
Commissioning providers surveyed reported that Washington’s 2012 IECC adoption has affected
their business. As the other Northwest states move towards the incorporation of the 2012 IECC
or an equivalent alternative, Washington is focused on the next energy code level.

Commissioning Industry Trends and Market Barriers
Out of a total population of 113 certified commissioning providers, Cadmus contacted 40
providers through a phone survey and asked them questions about industry trends and market
barriers. Commissioning providers reported the following:


Commissioning firms are mostly small, independent businesses



Commissioning firms use word of mouth to market to customers



Only 30% of firms required any certification, and the BCA certification is among the
most popular and respected professional certifications
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The majority of providers from all four commissioning specializations (Cx, RCx, ReCx,
and OCx) reported seeing growth in their specialized market over the last three years



Despite the news on growth, providers reported the common market barriers of project
cost, lack of awareness on commissioning, and low customer interest

LEED’s Influence in Commissioning
The LEED rating systems continue to have a strong influence in the commissioning market.
Slightly over half of the interviewed commissioning providers reported that LEED has had a
significant impact on their business. However, state officials reported that LEED has had
minimal influence affecting state commissioning policy.

NEEA’s Ongoing Influence in Commissioning
NEEA developed the BCA, assisted with public building commissioning projects, and bolstered
state commissioning policies, all of which initially had significant influence on the market. As
suggested in previous LTMT reports, NEEA’s influence in the Cx and RCx market has
decreased due to the rise of market players such as LEED and utility programs. Nonetheless,
NEEA continues to influence commissioning in the public and private sectors through the BCA
and Washington’s adoption of the 2012 IECC.

Conclusions and Recommendations
NEEA has the opportunity to increase their influence in the commissioning market, especially in
existing building commissioning. Influencing the states of Idaho, Montana, and Oregon to
implement the 2012 IECC or an equivalent alternative would lead directly to an increase in the
market penetration of new building commissioning in those states, and may indirectly increase
the market penetration of existing building commissioning. NEEA could also indirectly increase
RCx market penetration by working with state and local officials to promote it in energy policies.
Furthermore, NEEA should review the market barriers that commissioning providers frequently
mentioned during the phone survey (high cost, low customer awareness, and low customer
interest) and determine if there are specific actions they could implement to minimize these
barriers.
Table 1 provides a summary of Cadmus’ recommendations to NEEA for updating key ACE
Model assumptions including the number of commissioning providers, square footage of
demolitions, and new and existing building commissioning market size, market activity, market
penetration, and baseline activity.
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Table 1. LTMT Recommendations for Key Indicators
Key Indicators Reviewed
2012
Number of Commissioning
N/A
Providers / Firms
Square Footage of
14,784,730
Demolitions
New Building Commissioning (Cx)
Market Size (sq. ft.)
23,070,025
Market Activity (sq. ft.)
12,498,416
Market Penetration
54%
Baseline Activity
60%
Existing Building Commissioning (RCx)
Market Size (sq. ft.)
2,191,509,936
Market Activity (sq. ft.)
18,423,367
Market Penetration
0.8%
Baseline Activity
68%

2013
N/A

2012-2013
Cumulative
113 / 60

13,045,181

27,829,911

20,667,600
11,629,876
56%
51%

43,737,625
24,128,292
55%
56%

2,201,534,780
19,472,629
0.9%
61%

4,393,044,717
37,895,996
0.9%
65%
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1. Introduction
From 1998 to 2004, the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) launched an initiative to
transform the building commissioning market in the Northwest. NEEA’s goal was to make
commissioning standard practice in public buildings and to create a standardized professional
certification body for commissioning providers. Through the initiative, NEEA supported the
adoption of state and local commissioning policies in public buildings, and created and fostered
the Building Commissioning Association (BCA). To assess the outcomes of the initiative, NEEA
began tracking market activities and trends related to commissioning in 2005 through its longterm monitoring and tracking (LTMT) efforts. LTMT efforts include primary and secondary data
collection activities on market characterization, commissioning providers, and policy.
LTMT efforts have been conducted every two years since 2005. NEEA uses the data collected
from the LTMT efforts to review and update the key assumptions that underlie the Alliance Cost
Effectiveness Model (ACE Model) for commissioning. NEEA contracted with Cadmus to
conduct the 2013 LTMT data collection activities that they will use to update the ACE Model
and to determine if there is opportunity for NEEA to influence the new building commissioning
(Cx), existing building retrocommissioning (RCx), recommissioning (ReCx), and ongoing
commissioning (OCx) markets further.
Cadmus collected and reviewed data for the ACE Model assumptions (shown in Table )
regarding 2012 and 2013 commissioning activity in the Northwest.
Table 1. ACE Model Data Collection Objectives
Assumption
Number of Commissioning Providers
Square Footage of Demolitions
Market Size
Market Penetration
State and Local Codes and Policies

Description
Estimated number of certified commissioning providers, by state and type
of commissioning
Estimated square feet of demolished commercial building space in 2012
and 2013, by state
Estimated square feet of new and existing building space in 2012 and
2013, by state
Estimated square feet of Cx, RCx, ReCx, and OCx activity in 2012 and
2013, by state
Assessed the adoption of commissioning-related codes, policies, programs,
and partnerships at the state and local levels

In addition to the ACE Model assumptions, Cadmus assessed:


Industry practice among commissioning providers;



Marketing and market barriers;



Impact of the LEED rating systems on the commissioning market; and



Baseline activity compared to program attribution (commissioning activity attributable to
NEEA).
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2. Methodology
Using primary and secondary data collection activities, Cadmus implemented a multi-method
approach to collect data to update the ACE Model assumptions. Table 2 outlines the data
collection activities that Cadmus employed to assess and update each ACE Model assumption.
Table 2. ACE Model Data Collection Methodology
ACE Model
Assumptions

Activity

Methodology
Population
Target Audience
Size

Sample Size
ǂ

Data Source

Number of
Commissioning Providers

Internet research and
phone survey

Cx, RCx, ReCx, and
OCx providers

113

40

Square
Footage of
Demolitions

Secondary research

Existing and new
building floor space

N/A

N/A

CoStar and
Dodge;
independent
studies‡

Market Size

Secondary research

Existing and new
building floor space

Census

N/A

CoStar and
McGraw Hill
Dodge

Market
Penetration

Phone survey and
e-mail data request

Cx, RCx, ReCx, and
OCx providers

113

Phone
survey with
40ǂ
providers;
data
provided by
22 firms

Firms’ reported
commissioning
square footage

State and
Local Codes
and Policies

Secondary research

N/A

N/A

N/A

DOE, State
dept./agency
websites, LEED,
DSIREϯ

In-depth interviews

State and local
officials

6

State and local
departments or
agencies

8

BCA, ACG,
ASHRAE, AEE,
NEBB*

*

Based on professionals certified with the BCA, AABC Commissioning Group (ACG), American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), Associations of Energy Engineers (AEE), and
the National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB).
‡

2004 report Assessment of the Commercial Building Stock in the Pacific Northwest and 2009 report Northwest
Commercial Building Stock Assessment.
ǂ
ϯ

Sample size for survey meets 90% confidence with 10% precision.
U.S. Dept. of Energy (DOE), LEED, and the Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency (DSIRE).
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3. Findings
In this section, Cadmus presents the results of surveys and secondary research on the five
objectives shown in Table 1.

3.1. Number of Commissioning Providers
The estimated population of certified commissioning providers in the Northwest in 2012 and
2013 was 113 providers9, representing 60 unique firms.10 To determine this number, Cadmus
conducted Internet research of commissioning certification organizations and verified the
information collected through a phone survey. Out of a total population of 113 commissioning
providers, Cadmus was able to contact 40 providers through the phone survey.11
Cadmus began the research process by constructing the population of certified commissioning
providers in the Northwest, using providers listed on the following commissioning certification
organizations’ websites:


BCA



AABC Commissioning Group (ACG)



American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)



Association of Energy Engineers (AEE)



National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB)

After compiling an initial population of 143 providers, Cadmus completed three rounds of
population refinement, as described below and shown in Table 3.
1. Removed nine providers who appeared multiple times in the population because they
were certified through more than one organization;
2. Removed 10 providers who do not perform commissioning in the Northwest (discovered
during Internet research to obtain provider phone numbers and addresses); and
3. Removed 11 providers due to wrong numbers and/or providers who no longer perform
commissioning (discovered during the phone surveys with providers).

9

Cadmus does not know if the population of certified commissioning providers has changed since the 2011 LTMT
report. The 2009 and 2011 LTMT analysis only looked at the population of BCA-certified commissioning providers.
10
Cadmus focused on firms with certified commissioning providers and did not research the number of firms or
providers performing commissioning without certification.
11
Firms that participated in the phone survey were mostly small, independent firms with one to five employees. The
size of non-participating firms is not known. For more details on the characteristics of the firms surveyed, see
section 3.7.
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Table 3. Population of Certified Commissioning Providers

State
WA

Original Population of
Providers
85

Population of Providers
after Removing Duplicates
79

Population of
Providers after
Internet Research
76

Final Population
after Survey
Activity
70

OR

40

38

32

28

MT

6

5

5

4

ID

12

12

11

11

Total

143

134

124

113*

* The final population represents 60 unique firms and contains 27 BCA-certified providers.

Cadmus subcontracted with the survey firm RDD Field Services to conduct the survey calls with
providers. 12 Cadmus’ target was to complete a sample of 45 phone surveys to obtain a 90/10
confidence and precision level based on the initial population of 134 providers. Due to the
adjustments made to the population size, Cadmus’ achieved sample of 40 surveys completed was
less than the target of forty-five. However, this sample of 40 surveys completed retains the 90/10
confidence and precision level for the final population size of 113 providers for most survey
questions. Table 4 shows the number of providers surveyed by state.
Table 4. Commissioning Provider Survey Sample
State
WA

Population of Providers
70

Target Number of
Survey Completes
28

Achieved Number of
Survey Completes
24

OR

28

12

11

MT

4

2

2

ID

11

3

3

Total
113
45
40*
* The survey sample represents 33 unique firms. In a few instances, Cadmus surveyed more than one provider from
the same firm.

3.2. Market Size
NEEA requires estimates of the total existing and new commercial building space by state in
2012 and 2013 to determine market penetration of commissioning activity. New commercial
building space is the source for Cx market size, and existing commercial building space net of
new commercial building space is the source for RCx, ReCx, and OCx market size.
Cadmus used different data sources to determine the market size of existing and new commercial
building space. To determine the existing commercial building space in each state, Cadmus used
the CoStar database, which provides quarterly square footage estimates for each state and year.
Cadmus used the fourth quarter values from CoStar as the year-ending totals.
12

In January 2014, RDD Field Services was rebranded as VuPoint Research. The company went by the name RDD
Field Services during the time of the survey.
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To determine new building commercial space in each state, NEEA gave Cadmus new
construction starts square-footage estimates from McGraw Hill Dodge. NEEA lagged the
construction start data by nine months to account for the long duration between construction start
and completion, which is when commissioning is officially counted as complete. For example,
the 2013 new building square-footage estimate consists of 75% of the new construction starts
square footage from 2012 and 25% from 2013. Cadmus adjusted this lagged value by removing
the square footage of parking garages each year because parking garages are typically not
commissioned.
Table 5 shows the Cx, RCx, ReCx, and OCx market sizes that Cadmus extracted from the CoStar
and McGraw Hill Dodge databases by state and year.
Table 5. Estimated Cx, RCx, ReCx, and OCx Market Size by State and Year
State
ID

Year
2013

CoStar
Existing Sq Ft
254,479,670

Dodge New Sq Ft
(Cx Market Size)
2,659,925

RCx, ReCx, OCx
Market Size
251,819,745

ID

2012

253,977,490

3,348,850

250,628,640

MT

2013

74,805,821

1,401,725

73,404,096

MT

2012

74,722,188

995,300

73,726,888

OR

2013

706,429,528

5,842,325

700,587,203

OR

2012

705,271,340

6,498,525

698,772,815

WA

2013

1,186,487,361

10,763,625

1,175,723,736

WA

2012

1,180,608,944

12,227,350

1,168,381,594

Total

2013

2,222,202,380

20,667,600

2,201,534,780

Total
2012
2,214,579,962
Source: CoStar; McGraw Hill Dodge.

23,070,025

2,191,509,937

3.3. Square Footage of Demolitions
For this objective, NEEA requested information on the square footage of demolished commercial
building space by state in 2012 and 2013. Cadmus used differences between existing commercial
building (from CoStar) and new construction (from McGraw Hill Dodge) square footage by state
and year to estimate the annual amount of demolished building space in 2012 and 2013. Cadmus
validated the estimates with building survival rates from the 2004 report Assessment of the
Commercial Building Stock in the Pacific Northwest by KEMA-XENERGY and Cadmus’ 2009
report Northwest Commercial Building Stock Assessment.
This approach differed from the methodology that Cadmus proposed at the beginning of the
project. Cadmus proposed collecting demolition data from major Northwest demolition firms and
validating the data with demolition permit data in Seattle and Portland. This method had two
main issues and was revised mid-project:


Few demolition firms were willing to share their data and the three firms that shared
estimates of demolition square footage and market share provided conflicting data. For
example, one firm reported 20% market share and 1.4 million square feet of demolitions
in 2012 and 2013 compared to another firm reporting 5% market share and 4.8 million
square feet.
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Although Cadmus accessed demolition permits in Seattle and Portland, the online permit
records do not retain square footage information. Cadmus considered combining the
number of demolition permits with average building square footage data from secondary
sources such as Cadmus’ 2009 Northwest Commercial Building Stock Assessment but
could not find documentation that the average size of demolished buildings in a city is
highly correlated with the average size of all commercial buildings in the city. Therefore,
Cadmus’ estimates of demolished square footage Cadmus using this approach were
unreliable.
3.3.1. CoStar and McGraw Hill Dodge Data

Cadmus conducted the following steps to obtain the square footage of demolitions based on
CoStar and McGraw Hill Dodge data:
1. CoStar data provides quarterly estimates of existing commercial building space by state.
Cadmus used 2011, 2012, and 2013 fourth quarter estimates in the demolition square
footage calculations.
2. McGraw Hill Dodge data provides annual estimates of new construction starts by state.
To account for the time lag between new construction starts and completion dates, NEEA
gave Cadmus annual McGraw Hill Dodge data that was lagged by nine months.
3. The difference between the existing commercial building space at the end of year y and
the existing commercial building space at the end of year y-1 is equal to the new
construction in year y and the buildings that were demolished in year y.

Where:





DemoSqFty: Demolition square footage in year y
ExistingSqFty: Existing commercial building square footage in the fourth quarter of year
y (from CoStar)
ExistingSqFty-1: Existing commercial building square footage in the fourth quarter of year
y-1 (from CoStar)
NewConstrSqFty: New construction starts (lagged 9 months) square footage in year y

Cadmus estimated the demolition square footage for the four Northwest states in 2012 and 2013
(shown in Table 6) as 13.0 million and 14.8 million, respectively.
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Table 6. Estimated Demolition Square Footage by State and Year
State
ID

Year
2013

ExistingSqFty
254,479,670

ExistingSqFty-1
253,977,490

NewConstrSqFty
2,659,925

DemoSqFty
2,157,745

ID

2012

253,977,490

253,587,532

3,348,850

2,958,892

MT

2013

74,805,821

74,722,188

1,401,725

1,318,092

MT

2012

74,722,188

74,691,730

995,300

964,842

OR

2013

706,429,528

705,271,340

5,842,325

4,684,136

OR

2012

705,271,340

702,967,588

6,498,525

4,194,773

WA

2013

1,186,487,361

1,180,608,944

10,763,625

4,885,208

WA

2012

1,180,608,944

1,175,047,816

12,227,350

6,666,222

Total

2013

2,222,202,380

2,214,579,961

20,667,600

13,045,181

Total
2012
2,214,579,961
2,206,294,666
23,070,025
14,784,730
Source: CoStar; McGraw Hill Dodge; 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions.

3.3.2. Validation
Cadmus validated the demolition square footage shown in Table 6 by comparing the 2012-2013
combined demolition rate (DemoSqFty / ExistingSqFty) of 0.63% to the rate from two studies
conducted in the Northwest in recent years. The studies were conducted in 2004 and 2009,
summarized here:




In the 2004 report Assessment of the Commercial Building Stock in the Pacific Northwest,
KEMA-XENERGY found an annual demolition rate of 0.46% per year by returning to
commercial buildings that were originally visited fourteen years prior to the study and
determining what percentage of floor space had been demolished. The Northwest Power
and Conservation Council continue to use this demolition rate as a current assumption.
In the 2009 report Northwest Commercial Building Stock Assessment, Cadmus refined
commercial building survival rates based on a regression model from a 2003 study, by
observing demolitions of buildings from the 2003 study six years later. Cadmus analyzed
survival rates by building vintage and type, and when weighted with building square
footage of commercial sites from the 2009 Commercial Building Stock Assessment, the
average demolition rate was 0.60%.

Cadmus’ calculated demolition rate of 0.63% in 2012 and 2013 combined compares favorably
with the 0.46% rate from the KEMA-XENERGY study in 2004 and with the 0.60% rate from
Cadmus’ study in 2009.

3.4. Market Penetration
For this objective, NEEA requested that Cadmus determine the market penetration by state and
year. The authors of previous LTMT studies surveyed commissioning providers, asking them to
estimate the commissioning market penetration as a percentage of total market size rather than
by state, and then determined the Northwest market penetration as the median value of provider
responses. Cadmus used a different approach to determine commissioning market penetration by
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collecting commissioning firms’ estimates of the square feet of commissioning they performed in
2012 and 2013 by state and commissioning type.13
Cadmus’ market penetration methodology involved the following steps:
1. Collect commissioning activity from providers with an emailed data collection form
2. Determine the firm population by state and commissioning type
3. Determine the firm sample by state and commissioning type
4. Adjust Cx activity collected for renovations and outliers
5. Extrapolate the sample data collected to the firm population
6. Calculate market penetration by state, year, and commissioning type
7. Compare market penetration to estimates from previous LTMT reports
3.4.1. Data Collection Form
Cadmus created an Excel-based data request form on which to collect commissioning activity
(shown in the appendix). At the conclusion of the phone survey calls with providers, RDD Field
Services recruited providers to complete the data collection form by offering a $150 incentive.
To increase the response rate, RDD Field Services informed the providers about the data
collection form and incentive at the beginning of the survey.
In the data collection form, Cadmus specifically asked providers to fill in their firm’s:


Total square footage and number of completed commissioning projects in 2012 and 2013;



Total square footage and number of completed state building commissioning projects in
2012 and 2013; and



Total square footage and number of completed public school commissioning projects in
2012 and 2013.

Cadmus organized the data form by state (ID, MT, OR, and WA) and year, with separate
workbook sheets for each type of commissioning performed: Cx, RCx, ReCx, or OCx. For
informational purposes, Cadmus requested their total square footage of commissioning projects
currently in progress and square footage data from 2009 to 2011. Few providers completed the
section on square footage from 2009 to 2011.
Of the 40 providers who completed the phone survey (representing 33 unique firms), 23
providers completed and returned the data collection form (representing 22 unique firms). Table
13

Cadmus’ market penetration estimates for 2012-13 used a different methodology than previous LTMT estimates,
and, therefore, may not be comparable. Cadmus’ interpretation of previous LTMT reports is that later year market
penetration estimates relied heavily upon trends from prior years. Cadmus did not bias the estimates based on
previous trends.
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7 compares the provider and firm population and sample size for both the phone survey and the
data collection form.
Table 7. Commissioning Provider and Firm Data Collection Sample
Unit
Provider

Population
113

Firm
60
Source: Internet research; phone survey.

Number of Survey
Completes
40

Number of Data
Request Completes
23

33

22

3.4.2. Determine Commissioning Firm Population by State
Although Cadmus determined that 60 unique firms with certified professionals performed
commissioning in the Northwest in 2012 and 2013, not all of the firms perform commissioning
in each of the four states, and not all of the firms perform each of the four types of
commissioning. Cadmus calculated the population of firms by commissioning type and state by
utilizing data collected through Internet research, the phone survey, and the data collection form.
In the phone survey, Cadmus asked providers to report which types of commissioning they
perform. Table 8 shows the percentage of the 33 firms surveyed that perform each type of
commissioning. Firms most frequently specialize in Cx, with 85% indicating that they perform
Cx.
Table 8. Percentage of Firms Surveyed Performing Each Type of Commissioning
Type

Percentage of Firms

Cx

85%

RCx

64%

ReCx

49%

OCx
33%
Source: Phone survey
Note: Respondents could mark more than one
type, so total sums to more than 100%.

Cadmus adjusted the firm population by state based on information from the data collection form
returned by 22 firms. If the Internet research that Cadmus conducted indicated that a firm
services a state, but the firm did not report any type of commissioning activity in that state in
2012 and 2013, Cadmus removed the firm from the population for that state. Based on this
adjustment and the percentages from Table 8, Cadmus determined the population of
commissioning firms in each state by commissioning type (Table 9).
Out of the 60 certified commissioning firms in the Northwest, Cadmus’ Internet research
indicated that 42 providers service Washington, 33 providers service Oregon, 20 providers
service Montana, and 32 providers service Idaho. Cadmus applied the percentages from Table 8
to determine how many of these firms in each state perform each type of commissioning. For
example, based on the population of 42 firms servicing Washington and 85% of all firms
performing Cx, the Cx population in Washington is 36 firms. From the data collection form,
Cadmus verified that two out of the 42 firms do not service Washington, so the final population
of Cx firms in Washington is 34.
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Table 9. Population of Firms by Service State and Commissioning Type

State
WA

Population of
Firms that
Provide
Services*
42

Cx Service
Population
34

RCx Service
Population
26

ReCx Service
Population
20

OCx Service
Population
14

OR

33

22

17

13

9

MT

20

8

6

5

3

ID

32

18

14

11

8

*Determined through Internet research of 60 firms in Northwest

3.4.3. Determine Commissioning Firm Sample by State
As with the population, although there were 22 unique firms in the data collection sample, not all
of the firms perform commissioning in each of the four states, and not all of the firms perform
each of the four types of commissioning. To determine the sample size of firms by
commissioning type and state, Cadmus analyzed the data collected in the data collection form. If
a firm did not report any activity for a specific commissioning type and state in 2012 and 2013,
Cadmus excluded the firm from the sample size.
Table 10 shows the sample size by state and commissioning type, based on the information
provided by the 22 firms that returned the data collection form.
Table 10. State Firm Sample Size by Commissioning Type
State
WA

Cx Sample
14

RCx Sample
11

ReCx Sample
8

OCx Sample
5

OR

9

7

5

3

MT

3

2

2

1

6

5

3

ID
8
Source: Data collection form

3.4.4. Adjust Cx Activity for Renovations and Outliers
Rather than ask respondents to provide their firms’ commissioning square footage activity during
the phone survey, Cadmus created a data collection form and e-mailed it to providers so they
could research their business thoroughly and submit accurate values instead of estimating during
the phone survey. The disadvantage of this approach is that the meaning of the questions
included on the data collection form was left up to the interpretation of each provider, with no
ability for the provider to verify his or her interpretation.
After reviewing the data collection forms returned by the providers, Cadmus determined that
providers were specifically overestimating Cx square footage. Based on the initial data they
returned, Cx market penetration rates were above 100%, as established by Cadmus using
McGraw Hill Dodge data for the market size. To verify this assumption and refine the Cx square
footage estimates, Cadmus called eight of the 22 firms to inquire about the data they provided.
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Since Cadmus was using McGraw Hill Dodge data as the source for the new building market
size, and McGraw Hill Dodge data does not include renovated building space, commissioning
performed on renovated building space should be excluded from Cx square footage estimates.
Cadmus asked the eight firms to estimate the percentage of new building commissioning square
footage they provided that involved renovated building space.
Responses ranged from zero to 90%, varied by year, and on average 49% of the reported 2012
Cx square footage and 56% of the 2013 Cx square footage involved renovated building space.
Cadmus used the renovation percentages for each of the eight firms to reduce their reported Cx
square footages and used the average of the eight firms to reduce the Cx square footages
provided by the remaining 14 firms.
Cadmus made one further adjustment to the Cx square footage to remove an outlier. The Cx
square footage that one major firm reported was significantly higher than that of any other firm
and was a large percentage of all Cx activity in each state. Cadmus contacted the firm but was
unsuccessful in gaining clarification on the square footage provided. Therefore, Cadmus
removed this firm from the sample due to the lack of confirmation.
Note that Cadmus applied both of these adjustments to Cx square footage, but not to RCx, ReCx,
or OCx square footage.
3.4.5. Extrapolate Sample Data to Population
To project the sample square footage to the population of firms in each state and commissioning
type, Cadmus applied the following formula:
∑
Where:









y: Year (2012 or 2013)
s: State (ID, MT, OR, or WA)
t: Commissioning type (Cx, RCx, ReCx, or OCx)
f: Commissioning firm
Ns,t: Number of firms in the population in state s and commissioning type t (from Table
9)
ns,t: Number of firms in the sample in state s and commissioning type t (from Table 10)
NCxSqFty,s,t : Total commissioning square feet in year y, for state s, and commissioning
type t
CxSqFty,s,t: Commissioning square feet reported by firm f in year y, for state s, and
commissioning type t
3.4.6. Market Penetration by State, Year, and Commissioning Type

Table 11 shows the Cx market size, activity, and penetration by state and year. Cx market size
was described in the market size section and in Table 5; Cx activity was calculated using the
method and formula described in the previous section; and Cx market penetration was calculated
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as the Cx activity divided by the Cx market size. Cadmus estimated Cx market penetration at
54% in 2012 and 56% in 2013.
Table 11. Cx Market Size, Activity, and Penetration by State and Year
Cx Activity
Collected
(Sample)
167,111

Cx Activity
Extrapolated
(Population)
376,000

State
ID

Year
2013

Cx Market
Size
2,659,925

Market
Penetration
14%

ID

2012

3,348,850

171,447

385,755

12%

MT

2013

1,401,725

187,133

499,021

36%

MT

2012

995,300

216,069

576,183

58%

OR

2013

5,842,325

1,305,955

3,192,334

55%

OR

2012

6,498,525

1,193,958

2,918,564

45%

WA

2013

10,763,625

3,113,979

7,562,522

70%

WA

2012

12,227,350

3,548,553

8,617,914

70%

Total

2013

20,667,600

4,774,178

11,629,876

56%

Total
2012
23,070,025
5,130,026
12,498,416
Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions

54%

Table 12 shows the RCx market size, activity, and penetration by state and year. RCx market
size was described in the market size section and in Table 5; RCx activity was calculated using
the method and formula described in the previous section; and RCx market penetration was
calculated as the RCx activity divided by the RCx market size. Cadmus estimated RCx market
penetration at 0.8% in 2012 and 0.9% in 2013.
Table 12. RCx Market Size, Activity, and Penetration by State and Year

State
ID

Year
2013

ExistingSqFty
(RCx Market
Size)
251,819,745

ID

2012

250,628,640

220,000

513,333

0.2%

MT

2013

73,404,096

418,900

1,256,700

1.7%

MT

2012

73,726,888

207,000

621,000

0.8%

OR

2013

700,587,203

2,260,896

5,490,747

0.8%

OR

2012

698,772,815

3,986,745

9,682,095

1.4%

WA

2013

1,175,723,736

5,286,000

12,494,182

1.1%

WA

2012

1,168,381,594

3,218,320

7,606,938

0.7%

Total

2013

2,201,534,780

8,064,796

19,472,629

0.9%

18,423,367

0.8%

RCx Activity
Collected
(Sample)
99,000

RCx Activity
Extrapolated
(Population)
231,000

Market
Penetration
0.1%

Total
2012
2,191,509,936
7,632,065
Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions

Table 13 shows the ReCx market size, activity, and penetration by state and year. ReCx market
size is the same as RCx market size; ReCx activity was calculated by using the method and
formula described in the previous section; and ReCx market penetration was calculated as the
ReCx activity divided by the ReCx market size. Cadmus estimated ReCx market penetration at
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0.1% in 2012 and 0.2% in 2013. The firms that Cadmus sampled did not report any ReCx
activity in Idaho or Montana in 2013.
Table 13. ReCx Market Size, Activity, and Penetration by State and Year
State

Year

ID

2013

ExistingSqFty
(ReCx Market
Size)
251,819,745

ID

2012

MT

ReCx Activity
Collected
(Sample)

ReCx Activity
Extrapolated
(Population)

Market
Penetration

-

-

0.0%

250,628,640

2,000

4,400

0.0%

2013

73,404,096

-

-

0.0%

MT

2012

73,726,888

15,000

37,500

0.1%

OR

2013

700,587,203

402,430

1,046,318

0.1%

OR

2012

698,772,815

276,143

717,972

0.1%

WA

2013

1,175,723,736

1,530,000

3,825,000

0.3%

WA

2012

1,168,381,594

820,000

2,050,000

0.2%

Total

2013

2,201,534,780

1,932,430

4,871,318

0.2%

Total
2012
2,191,509,936
1,113,143
Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions

2,809,872

0.1%

Table 14 shows the OCx market size, activity, and penetration by state and year. OCx market
size is the same as RCx market size; OCx activity was calculated by using the method and
formula described in the previous section; and OCx market penetration was calculated as the
OCx activity divided by the OCx market size. Cadmus estimated OCx market penetration at
0.2% in 2012 and 0.2% in 2013. The firms that Cadmus sampled did not report any OCx activity
in Idaho or Montana in 2012 and 2013.
Table 14. OCx Market Size, Activity, and Penetration by State and Year
State
ID

Year
2013

ExistingSqFty
(OCx Market Size)
251,819,745

ID

2012

MT

OCx Activity
Collected
(Sample)

OCx Activity
Extrapolated
(Population)
-

-

Market
Penetration
0.0%

250,628,640

-

-

0.0%

2013

73,404,096

-

-

0.0%

MT

2012

73,726,888

-

-

0.0%

OR

2013

700,587,203

602,000

1,806,000

0.3%

OR

2012

698,772,815

602,000

1,806,000

0.3%

WA

2013

1,175,723,736

837,500

2,345,000

0.2%

WA

2012

1,168,381,594

775,500

2,171,400

0.2%

Total

2013

2,201,534,780

1,439,500

4,151,000

0.2%

Total
2012
2,191,509,936
1,377,500
Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions

3,977,400

0.2%

3.4.7. Compare to Previous LTMT Market Penetration Estimates
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This section contains new and existing building commissioning estimates. Figure 1 provides a
summary of how Cadmus’ 2012 and 2013 estimates for Cx market size compare to previous
LTMT estimates from 2007 to 2011.
Figure 1. Historical LTMT Cx Market Size and Penetration Estimates

Source: Navigant, 2010; Navigant, 2012; 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions.

Total new building construction activity remains low compared to trends from four to six years
ago. However, commissioning of new buildings has increased in the last two years. Cadmus
attributes this primarily to the implementation of new state and local codes (discussed in the
following section) that require commissioning of new buildings, or offering voluntary policies
that may influence commissioning practices.14
Figure 2 provides a summary of how Cadmus’ 2012 and 2013 estimates for RCx market activity
square footage compares to previous LTMT estimates from 2007 to 2011.

14

Cadmus does not know how much of a factor the methodology used has on the estimates, but some of the
qualitative research presented in the later sections supports a large jump in penetration from 2011-12 due to
Washington’s adoption of the state energy code requiring Cx on large buildings.
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Figure 2. Historical LTMT RCx Activity Estimates

Source: Navigant, 2010; Navigant, 2012; 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions.

Previous LTMT estimates indicate that RCx has increased on average 4% annually. Cadmus’
estimates of 2012 and 2013 align with this previous growth, with an increase of 3.7% from 2011
to 2012 and 5.7% from 2012 to 2013.

3.5. State and Local Codes and Policies
To discover qualitative information on commissioning activities in the Northwest and verify
trends uncovered from the quantitative data collection, Cadmus investigated commissioningrelated codes and policies at the state and local levels. Cadmus conducted secondary research
and in-depth interviews with state and local officials and considered commissioning-related
codes and policies that were implemented between 1989 and 2013 and are still in existence.
3.5.1. Secondary Research
The aim of the secondary research was to ascertain commissioning-related information on:


Building codes;



Public sector building policies at the state and local levels (including schools);



Private sector tax incentives for Cx and RCx; and



Voluntary programs and partnerships.

Cadmus used the following sources to compile the information:


Energycodes.gov
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State department/agency websites



U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED policies data file



Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency (DSIRE)

Cadmus used the information gathered during the research to guide in-depth interviews of state
and local officials.
3.5.2. In-Depth Interviews
Cadmus conducted in-depth interviews with state and local officials to discuss commissioning
policy adoptions and trends, and to corroborate and enhance findings from the secondary
research, inquiring about the following topics:


State policy adoption



Local policy variations



Impact of policies, LEED, and other voluntary activities on commissioning



Past and future trends in commissioning policies

Cadmus collaborated with NEEA to develop a contact list of 13 building code and
commissioning experts to interview, with a target of conducting six to eight interviews. Cadmus
contacted two officials per state via e-mail to schedule an interview and completed four phone
interviews and two e-mail interviews. Table 15 shows the departments and agencies that
participated in the interviews.
Table 15. Completed In-Depth Interviews
State
WA
OR

MT
ID
Total

Participating Department/Agency
Seattle Dept. of Planning & Development
Building Codes Division
Oregon Dept. of Energy/Planning, Policy and
Technical Analysis
Dept. of Architecture & Engineering/Design and
Construction Bureau
Dept. of Labor & Industry/Building Codes Bureau
Division of Building Safety

Number of Officials
Interviewed
1
1
1
1
1
1
6

3.5.3. Overview of Results
Most commissioning codes and policies referred to new building projects (Cx). Although all four
states have adopted a Cx code or policy, only Oregon and Montana have adopted RCx policies.
Overall, Washington emerged as having the strongest and strictest commissioning codes and
policies, at both the state and local levels, with Seattle leading the way for the state. The 2012
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) is currently the only version of the IECC with a
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required commissioning component, and Washington is the only Northwest state so far to adopt
the 2012 IECC. Oregon, Montana, and Idaho have adopted a mix of mandatory and voluntary
codes and policies, and plan to incorporate the 2012 IECC or its equivalent alternative in their
next code cycle. For these three states, commissioning is mostly required for major state building
projects and is optional for public school projects. At the local level, Seattle was the only
municipality identified as having a commissioning code that differs from the state by going
beyond the 2012 IECC commissioning requirements.
The secondary research and interview findings on commissioning codes and policies corroborate
the trends observed in the commissioning market penetration estimates. The strong focus on
codes and policies for new buildings explain the high market penetration estimates observed in
Cx; few codes and policies address existing buildings, which may explain the low market
penetration estimates for RCx, ReCx, and OCx. Notably, the substantial increase in the overall
market penetration for Cx coincides with Washington’s enactment of the 2012 IECC.
3.5.4. State Level
With the exception of Washington, commissioning is not a part of any other state-adopted
building energy code. Since the 2011 LTMT report, Washington has adopted and enacted the
2012 IECC, which includes a mandatory commissioning component for large, new commercial
buildings of more than 20,000 square feet. Current state energy codes for Idaho, Montana, and
Oregon do not include commissioning; Idaho and Montana follow the 2009 IECC, while Oregon
follows the 2010 Oregon Energy Efficiency Specialty Code.
Commissioning policies across the four states, in general, target new state-owned public
buildings and public school buildings. Projects of at least 5,000 square feet and costing more
than $5 million were often cited as the threshold for requiring Cx. However, Washington’s
threshold of 20,000 square feet is high compared to other states’ thresholds. This finding
suggests that Washington may have more large buildings than other states in the Northwest, and
may provide further explanation on the high Cx market penetration observed for the state.
Montana and Oregon were the only states to include an RCx policy, albeit voluntary.
Table 16 summarizes the commissioning-related codes and policies across the four states.
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Table 16. State Level Commissioning-Related Codes & Policies
State
WA

Code/Policy
2012 IECC Sections 403.2.9,
408.1, and 408.2

Year
Adopted*
2013

Enforcement
Mandatory

Building
Type
Public and
Private

State Energy
Efficiency
Design (SEED)
Program

1991;
revised in
2010

Mandatory

Public

Cx is required for new state-owned
buildings, additions or renovations of ≥
10,000 ft2 of heated or cooled floor area
with a construction cost > $5,000,000

SB1149 Schools
Program

2002

Voluntary

Public
Schools

Cx of new buildings and RCx of existing
buildings are required for energy-related
capital projects that use SB1149 Schools
Program funds

Energy
Incentives
Program Competitively
Selected Projects

2011

Voluntary

Public and
Private

Competitions to award tax credit for
energy saving projects including “Cool
Schools” and “Commercial Building
Systems”

SB49 High
Performance
Building
Standards

2009

Mandatory

Public

Cx is required for projects > $5,000,000,
are complex, or as determined by
Architecture & Engineering Division

State Building
Energy
Conservation
Program
(SBECP)

1989

Voluntary

Public

Finances energy improvement projects on
existing state-owned buildings such as
RCx

33-356 Idaho
Code Fundamental
Commissioning
and Integrated
Design
legislation

2009

Voluntary

Public
Schools

Provides incentives to school districts for
more energy-efficient building
construction and maintenance

HB 422 Energy
Standards for
Public Buildings

2008

OR

MT

ID

Description
Cx is required for all large buildings ≥
20,000 ft2

Up to the applicant to pursue Cx

Fundamental Cx is required meaning that a
third-party is involved in reviewing and
testing building systems

Mandatory

Public

Projects must meet a target of at least 10%
to 30% better efficiency than baseline site
Cx “shall be considered on all major
facility projects” for facilities ≥ 5,000 ft2

*The year adopted represents when the code/policy was first adopted. Any revisions that were made to the
code/policy are noted.
Source: In-depth interviews; DSIRE; state department/agency websites; energycodes.gov
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3.5.5. Local Level
Cadmus’ secondary research initially did not identify any local variations on state
commissioning codes and policies, except for Seattle, and the in-depth interviews Cadmus
conducted corroborated the results of the secondary research. Five of the six officials reported
that they did not know of any local commissioning codes and policies, for either public or private
buildings. Seattle was the only municipality identified in the interviews.
As described in Table 17, Seattle’s energy code requires commissioning documentation and
completion for private buildings. From the interview, the local official from the Seattle
Department of Planning and Development explained that Seattle is the only jurisdiction in the
state that can make amendments to the state energy code. Interestingly, the result has been that
Seattle has enacted a more strict adoption of the 2012 IECC. The official noted that Seattle is
currently pursuing the development of RCx requirements and commissioning permits, which
would penalize building owners for not completing commissioning projects. Additionally,
Washington looks to Seattle’s commissioning rules as the state moves toward the next level of
code adoption.
Table 17. Local Level Commissioning-Related Codes & Policies*
Municipality

Code/Policy

Enforcement

Building Type

Seattle, WA

Seattle Energy Code
- Sections 1416 and
1513.7

Mandatory

Private

Description
Cx is required for mechanical
systems and lighting controls
Cx plan must be documented and
completed

Requirements go beyond state
adopted 2012 IECC Cx
requirements
Note: No other local codes or policies emerged from the in-depth interviews and secondary research.
*LEED policies are not included. See Table 18 for LEED policies implemented at state and local level. Source:
DSIRE; In-depth interviews; Local department/agency websites.

3.5.6. Impact of Codes and Policies on Commissioning Activity
Cadmus asked officials how much impact state commissioning codes and policies have had on
increasing commissioning activity in the public and private sectors. Most of the officials either
had no response or said that codes and policies have had little to no impact on commissioning
activity.
Not surprisingly, only the Washington official reported that codes have had a significant impact
on commissioning activity in both the public and private sectors because the state’s
commissioning code is mandated for all large commercial buildings, making the impact of the
2012 IECC on commissioning activity clear and direct. However, the secondary research
revealed that regardless of the 2012 IECC, Washington also has the most LEED policies for
public buildings and commissioning-related utility programs among the Northwest states. These
findings suggest that influencers other than state codes and policies are indeed affecting the
commissioning market.
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3.5.7. Impact of LEED on Policy and Commissioning Activity
LEED has an undeniable influence on commissioning activity because, within its requirements
for certification, the energy and atmosphere prerequisite asks building owners to comply with
fundamental building systems commissioning. However, officials that Cadmus interviewed
generally reported that LEED has had minimal influence on state and local commissioning
policy. For example, the Seattle official said that LEED has had no influence on state policy
because Washington had been implementing commissioning prior to the existence of LEED.
An official from Oregon also said that LEED has had no influence on policy. Nonetheless, this
official argued that instead, LEED has had a significant influence on project implementation and
that public sector projects are seeking LEED certification. This official noted the 2012 separation
of the Oregon University System from state agencies as an exemplary case for the increase in
public sector LEED projects; the separation reduced the number of commissioning services from
SEED projects and redirected them to LEED. An official from Montana said that LEED has
somewhat impacted state policy but not local policy. The official from Idaho had no comments
about LEED’s influence on policy.
Secondary research on LEED policies, shown in Table 18, indicate strong adoption at the local
level for public buildings in Washington and Oregon, weak adoption in Idaho, and no presence
in Montana. Both Washington and Oregon have several municipalities with LEED policies for
public buildings. Specifically, LEED policies have a large presence in new public building
projects and minimal presence in K-12 public school projects.
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Table 18. Adoption of LEED Policies for Public Buildings*
State

Municipality
Statewide

WA

OR

ID

Year Adopted
2002; revised
in 2005

New and Existing
Public Schools

New Public
Buildings

Existing Public
Buildings

Voluntary

King County

2001

Mandatory

Whatcom County

2005

Voluntary

Voluntary

Seattle

2002

Mandatory

Mandatory

Edmonds

2008

Mandatory

Mandatory

Everett

2007

Mandatory

Bellingham

2005

Mandatory

Mandatory

Multnomah
County

2008

Mandatory

Mandatory

Portland

2009

Mandatory

Mandatory

Corvallis

2008

Mandatory

Mandatory

Eugene

2006

Mandatory

Mandatory

West Linn

2007

Voluntary

Ada County

2003

Mandatory

Mandatory

*All LEED projects have fundamental building systems commissioning as a prerequisite toward certification.
Source: U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED policies data file.

3.5.8. Impact of Voluntary Programs on Policy and Commissioning Activity
Besides existing code, policy, and LEED, two officials mentioned voluntary programs from
utilities and partnerships as other possible factors influencing commissioning activity. Two
officials stated that Seattle City Light and Energy Trust of Oregon have programs that offer
incentives for commissioning private buildings. The officials did not know the extent of the
impact these programs have had on policy and commissioning activity. Cadmus’ secondary
research uncovered several commissioning-related utility programs and partnerships, including
the two mentioned by officials (Table 19). Three of the four programs listed in Table 19 were
from Washington.
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Table 19. Commissioning-Related Voluntary Programs
Utility/
Organization
Puget Sound
Energy

Location
Puget Sound
region, WA

Avista

Eastern region,
WA

Seattle City
Light

Seattle, WA

Program
Commercial New
Construction Energy
Efficiency Grant
Program
Commercial Energy
Efficiency Incentives
Program
New Construction
Incentive Program

Building Type
Commercial and
Industrial

Commercial and
Industrial
Commercial and
Industrial

Oregon
New Buildings
Commercial
Energy Trust
Program
of Oregon
Source: DSIRE; in-depth interviews; utility/organization websites.

Description
Up to $0.50 per square foot
with maximum of 50% of
third-party commissioning
agent fee
RCx Study:
$0.10/conditioned sq. ft.
(agents receive $0.02/kWh)
Utility offers funding to
help customers develop an
independent Cx plan
Up to $40,000 is provided
for Cx projects

3.5.9. Future Commissioning Code and Policy Changes
When Cadmus asked about what officials foresee in the next two years for commissioning codes
and policies, officials acknowledged the following:


It is likely that Washington will work toward the adoption of the next energy code level
to help the rest of state implement Seattle’s commissioning standards.



Oregon is hoping to incorporate commissioning as part of the governor’s ten-year plan,
which could result in a statewide commissioning policy.



Montana will work toward the adoption of the 2012 IECC.



The Idaho official did not comment on future commissioning code and policy trends.

3.6. Baseline Activity
NEEA defines baseline activity as the market activity that occurs without the influence of
NEEA’s commissioning initiative efforts. Determining the amount of commissioning activity
that is attributable to NEEA was a challenge. Previous LTMT reports provided no details on how
baseline activity was measured and heavily relied on previous estimates to make assumptions
about new estimates. Cadmus developed a methodology for determining baseline activity, using
square footage of public and private buildings obtained from the data collection forms and
historical accounts of NEEA’s commissioning code and policy efforts.
Based on discussions with NEEA’s commissioning experts, Cadmus knew that NEEA may have
influenced commissioning of public and private sector buildings differently. Therefore, Cadmus
summarized state building and public school square footage provided by the 22 firms that
returned the data collection form to obtain the public sector square footage for each state and
commissioning type, then subtracted public sector square footage from the total commissioning
square footage to estimate the private sector square footage.
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From the discussions with NEEA’s commissioning experts who described their commissioning
code and policy efforts in each state, Cadmus organized the historical accounts into an impact
scoring system shown in Table 20. The table shows four criteria that NEEA mentioned by which
it may have had influence on the implementation of commissioning-related policies and code.
Criteria with higher weights, such as NEEA funding commissioning projects in Idaho, indicate
areas where NEEA had the strongest influence.
Table 20. NEEA’s State Commissioning Code and Policy Impact Score Card
Points
Possible

WA

OR

MT

ID

NEEA was influential in all four states.

1

1

1

1

1

NEEA funded commissioning projects.
(Direct impact)

3

NEEA worked on commissioning
code/policy/guidelines, which led to state
adoption. (Indirect impact)

2

2

NEEA funded and worked on Cx
requirement for 2012 IECC. (Direct
impact)*

3

3

Criteria

3

2

Total Points
9
6
1
1
6
*This criterion was not included for RCx and for calculating the 2012 baseline/attribution activity. The 2012 IECC
has a mandatory component on Cx and not RCx. Washington is the only Northwest state to have adopted the 2012
IECC; however, the code did not take effect until January 2013. As a result, for all RCx in 2012, only six points
rather than nine points are possible.
Source: E-mail communication with NEEA’s commissioning staff

Cadmus applied the ratio of total points in a state, divided by total points possible, to the square
footage of public and private sector Cx and RCx activity to estimate the baseline activity. For
example, in Washington, NEEA’s influence scored six points out of nine possible points, so
Cadmus applied the ratio of 67% to determine the baseline Cx activity. However, Cadmus
applied this ratio to 2013 Cx activity only because the fourth criterion in Table 20, NEEA’s
influence on a Cx requirement for the 2012 IECC, was not effective until the beginning of 2013.
Therefore, only six points are possible in 2012, and Cadmus applied a ratio of three points out of
six possible (50%) to the 2012 Cx activity.
Table 21 shows the estimated Cx and RCx baseline activity by state and year. Overall, Cadmus’
estimates of the Cx (60% in 2012 and 51% in 2013) and RCx (68% in 2012 and 61% in 2013)
baseline activity represent a significant increase compared to the 2011 LTMT report, which set
the baseline activity at 35% for Cx and 40% for RCx.
The overall Cx baseline activity was higher in 2012 than in 2013 because Washington’s
implementation of the 2012 IECC was not effective until 2013. NEEA’s efforts on the 2012
IEEC accounts for much of the 2013 Cx activity in Washington. The overall RCx baseline
activity was higher in 2012 than in 2013 for a different reason. Washington’s share of the overall
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Northwest RCx market increased in 2013 compared to 2012, and since NEEA has a stronger
influence on Washington’s RCx activity than on Montana’s and Oregon’s, the total baseline
activity decreased.
Montana and Idaho have high baselines (89% for Cx and 83% for RCx) because NEEA indicated
minimal influence in those states. State officials corroborated this during the in-depth interviews
that Cadmus conducted.
Table 21. 2012-2013 Cx and RCx Baseline Activity
State
ID

Year
2013

Cx Baseline
Percent
33%

RCx Baseline
Percent
50%

ID

2012

33%

50%

MT

2013

89%

83%

MT

2012

89%

83%

OR

2013

89%

83%

OR

2012

89%

83%

WA

2013

33%

50%

WA

2012

50%

50%

Total

2013

51%

61%

Total
2012
60%
68%
Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions

Historical baseline activity estimates compiled from previous LTMT reports show an increasing
trend in baseline activity over the years (Figure 3). Methodologies for estimating baseline
activity have varied over the years, therefore comparisons should be considered lightly. For
example, earlier years did not distinguish between Cx and RCx, and have only recently been
distinguished. Cadmus, for the first time, distinguished baseline activity by year and state (Table
21). These distinctions by year and state facilitate in identifying the specific codes and policies
that are influencing commissioning activity as well as identifying geographical targets as to
where NEEA could do more in commissioning.
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Figure 3. Historical LTMT Baseline Activity Estimates

Source: Summit Blue, 2008; Navigant, 2010; Navigant, 2012; 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE
Model Assumptions.

3.7.Commissioning Industry Trends and Market Barriers
Cadmus conducted a phone survey (shown in the appendix) of 40 certified commissioning
providers, asking open-ended and closed-ended questions on:


Provider’s industry background;



Employer’s characteristics;



Marketing and outreach;



Market influencers (policies, programs, BCA, and LEED);



Historical and future market trends; and



Perceived market barriers.

Out of a total population of 113 commissioning providers, Cadmus contacted 40 providers
through a phone survey and asked questions about industry trends and market barriers. Surveyed
commissioning providers (referred to as respondents) characterized their firms as small,
independent businesses primarily specializing in Cx and RCx services. Most respondents
reported seeing a growth in the commissioning market over the last three years and attributed the
growth to LEED policies. Respondents also reported that LEED and state energy code have had
an impact on their business. Respondents’ reports on primary specialization and market growth
support the increases seen in the estimated market penetrations for Cx and RCx. The following
section presents specific survey findings on industry characteristics, market influencers, views on
the BCA, marketing and outreach, market trends, and perceived market barriers.
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3.7.1. Industry Characteristics
3.7.1.1.

Experience in the Industry

Half of the forty respondents reported that they had worked in the Cx or RCx fields for five to
ten years, indicating the relative newness of the industry. Figure 4 shows the range of work
experience among respondents.
Figure 4. Years of Work Experience in Cx and RCx

Source: QA1: How many years have you worked in the commissioning and
retrocommissioning field? n=40.

Multiple professional associations offer commissioning certifications. The top three associations
that respondents reported holding certifications with were BCA (35%), ACG (35%), and
ASHRAE (18%). Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of the certifications.
Figure 5. Professional Certifications Held by Respondents

Source: QA3: Which commissioning certification bodies do you hold
commissioning certifications with? n=40.
Note: Multiple responses allowed; percentages may add up to over 100%.

All respondents reported holding at least one professional certification. Six respondents reported
holding multiple certifications, with all six respondents having the BCA certification as one of
their certifications. Nevertheless, when asked about whether the respondent’s firm required its
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providers to hold any type of certification, 70% of respondents said no, indicating that providers
do not need certification to perform commissioning. Of the 30% of respondents who reported
that their company did require professional certifications for their employees, the most
commonly reported required certification was BCA (five of twelve respondents).15
3.7.1.2.

Size of Firm and Specialization

The survey responses indicated that most of the commissioning firms in the Northwest are small,
independent businesses. Small firms with between one and five employees employed 65% of
respondents. Only two respondents reported working at a firm with seventy employees or more.
Respondents were asked about their firm’s primary specialization, allowing for more than one
area of specialization if applicable. Most respondents reported that their firm specialized in Cx
(80%), although 60% of respondents also mentioned that their firm focused on RCx. However,
RCx was not nearly as common as an individual specialization. Figure 6 compares the responses
for firm and individual-level specialization in the commissioning field. For the three respondents
who reported their specialization to be something else, they stated design build, and testing and
balancing.
Figure 6. Commissioning Specialization

Source: QA2: What is your primary specialization?; QB4: Thinking about your firm, which
of these types of commissioning—if any—does your company primarily specialize in? n=40.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might sum to over 100%.

Respondents reported working primarily with were office buildings (58%), public schools
(40%), and hospitals or medical facilities (38%). In addition to the building types shown in
15

Though the survey focused on provider-level certification, firm-level certification is available. The BCA and AEE
have firm-level Cx certification. BCA’s firm-level certification was recently added in September 2013,
http://www.bcxa.org/certification/certified-commissioning-firm/. Cadmus did not ask about firm-level certification.
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Figure 7, three respondents also reported that they typically worked with data centers, apartment
buildings or condominiums, and mixed-use buildings.
Figure 7. Primary Building Types for Commissioning Projects

Source: QA5: What types of commercial buildings do you mainly work with? n=40.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

3.7.1.3.

Project Work Involving Lighting Controls

Respondents indicated significant involvement in lighting-controls project work. Cadmus used a
four-point word scale to assess how often respondents’ projects involved changes to lighting
controls or set-points, asking providers to report if it was always, most of the time, not too often,
or never. In total, 45% said their projects always involved changes to lighting controls or setpoints, and another 28% said most of the time.
3.7.2. Market Influencers
3.7.2.1.

Perceived Impact of Codes and Policies

A large majority of respondents (93%) reported that they were aware of state or local codes and
policies that encourage building commissioning in either the public or private sector. Cadmus
used a four-point word scale to assess the magnitude of the impact that state or local codes and
policies had on their business, asking providers to report the impact as a significant impact, a
moderate impact, some impact, or no impact at all. In total, 32% said that codes and policies had
a significant impact on their business, and 41% said they had a moderate impact.
Respondents who reported a significant impact, a moderate impact, or some impact (n=33) were
asked to identify the specific code or policy. Respondents most frequently mentioned state
energy codes (58%) and LEED (30%). Other responses also included local building codes,
school district requirements, or the federal policy that required commissioning of new federal
government buildings (Figure 8). Of the 19 respondents who mentioned a state energy code, 89%
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were referring to Washington’s building energy code—2012 International Energy Conservation
Code. Similarly, most respondents also specified Seattle’s local energy code.
Respondents who mentioned LEED seemed to do so in both a general context and a policy
context. Of the ten respondents who mentioned LEED, six specifically referred to LEED
requirements, mandates, or LEED requirements for government buildings. Four respondents
simply stated “LEED” generally.
Figure 8. Codes and Policies Affecting Respondents’ Commissioning Business

Source: QC3: Which policies affected your business? n=33.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

When asked how these codes and policies affected their business, 65% of respondents (22 of 34)
reported that the codes and policies make commissioning a requirement. As shown in Figure 9,
other responses were that the policies provided more job opportunities (12%), raised awareness
of commissioning (6%), and required LEED certification of buildings (6%).
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Figure 9. How Codes and Policies Impact Respondents’ Commissioning Business

Source: QC4: Could you briefly explain how those policies affected your business? n=34.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

3.7.2.2.

Perceived Impact of LEED

Almost all respondents (98%) indicated at least some impact of the LEED rating systems on their
business. Just over half of respondents (55%) reported that LEED had a significant impact, while
20% reported a moderate impact. Only one respondent reported no impact at all. Surveyors
asked respondents to explain how LEED affects their business. Figure 10 shows the distribution
of responses. The majority of respondents mentioned either the requirements for commissioning
(58%) or the increased work opportunities (45%) as having the largest impact. As one
respondent noted, “It requires commissioning to be performed, and we often get work because
someone is looking to meet LEED criteria.” Four respondents reported that the industry is
moving away from LEED because of costs or other reasons. One respondent in this group said,
“Anybody that wants [LEED] is hiring commissioning; it’s been somewhat beneficial, but it’s
turning the other way because of the costs.” In Section 3.5.7, impact of LEED on policy and
commissioning activity, Cadmus provides some context in understanding the respondents’
comments regarding LEED.
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Figure 10. How LEED Impacts Respondents’ Commissioning Business

Source: QC15: Could you briefly explain how LEED has had an impact on your business? n=38.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

Commissioning projects conducted as part of LEED certification are a large part of the overall
commissioning industry. Sixty-two percent of respondents (24 of 39) reported that at least 25%
of their firm’s commissioning projects are part of a LEED project. Figure 11 shows the
proportion of commissioning projects performed for a LEED certification, as reported by
respondents. Of these commissioning projects, 50% of respondents (18 of 36) reported that they
achieved LEED points for enhanced commissioning.16
Figure 11. Proportion of CX Projects Conducted as Part of LEED Certification

Source: QC16: Using your best estimate, about what percent of your firm's projects are
conducted as part of LEED certification? n=39.

16

Basic commissioning is what is considered a LEED prerequisite or necessary for achieving the certification.
Enhanced commissioning is an opportunity for buildings to achieve more points toward earning a higher LEED
level (Silver, Gold, or Platinum) but is not mandatory.
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3.7.2.3.

Perceived Impact of Other Initiatives

Fifty percent of respondents reported that they were aware of other initiatives (resources other
than codes and policies) that encourage commissioning. Of the 20 respondents familiar with
initiatives that promote commissioning, 65% (13 of 20) mentioned building rating systems or
standards such as LEED or ASHRAE, 35% mentioned utility incentive programs, and 30%
mentioned commissioning guides such as Green Building Code, Portland Energy Conservation,
and ENERGY STAR. Figure 12 illustrates the importance of these initiatives to respondents’
businesses. When asked the follow-up question on how important the initiative was to their
business, the majority (70 to 83%) said either very important or somewhat important for these
three initiatives.
Figure 12. Importance of Commissioning Initiatives to Business

Source: QC11: How important would you say […] is for your commissioning or
retrocommissioning services? Would you say ... n=16.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

3.7.3. Views on the Building Commissioning Association
3.7.3.1.

Awareness of the BCA

Twenty-six respondents carried a professional certification other than BCA. For these
respondents, 88% were aware of the BCA certification and more than half (61%) reported
attending a professional training offered by the BCA. These results indicate high awareness and
align with the findings shown in Figure 5, noting that the BCA certification is one of the most
commonly held commissioning certifications in the Northwest.
Cadmus asked the 26 respondents with certifications other than BCA how likely they were to
obtain a BCA certification in the future:


Forty-six percent reported that they were somewhat likely;



Nineteen percent reported that they were very likely; and
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Nineteen percent reported that they were not too likely.

Of those who reported that they were very likely or somewhat likely to obtain the certification in
the future, six respondents expressed an interest in doing so within the next year. Respondents
did not say why they were not too likely to obtain certification in the future.
3.7.3.2.

Credibility and Influence of the BCA

As shown in Figure 13, the majority of respondents (71%) reported that the BCA certification
was very credible within the commissioning industry, 24% said it was somewhat credible, and
5% said it was not too credible. Respondents did not say why they viewed the BCA certification
as not too credible. Two respondents were excluded from the distribution because they were
unsure.
Figure 13. Credibility of the BCA Certification

Source: QC23: In your industry, how credible would you say the
BCA certification is? n=38.

Surveyors asked respondents with a BCA certification about the impact of the certification on
their project work. Over half of the respondents (eight of fourteen) reported that they would have
fewer projects if they did not have the certification. When surveyors asked these eight
respondents what percentage of their services they attributed to the BCA certification, four
reported 30% or more.
3.7.3.3.

Marketing and Outreach

Word of mouth was the most common method that respondents (78%) reported using to market
their commissioning services to customers. To a lesser degree, respondents also reported using
their firm’s website (18%) and printed collateral, such as factsheets and brochures (10%). This
large reliance on word-of-mouth marketing highlights the importance of sharing information
through personal contacts in the industry. A small number of respondents reported other
channels, such as direct mail campaigns, traditional paid media, and social media.
The top three sources that respondents reported relying on to receive information and training on
commissioning were professional organizations (50%), seminars/meetings (38%), and through
their firms (38%). Figure 14 shows the distribution of the sources used by respondents.
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Figure 14. Sources for Commissioning Information and Training

Source: QD1: What sources do you rely on to receive information and training on commissioning? n=40.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

3.7.4. Market Trends
Respondents identified their primary specialization(s) among the four types of commissioning
(Cx, RCx, ReCx, and OCx) (see Figure 6). Surveyors asked respondents to report, within their
primary specialization(s), the main market trends that affected the demand for their
specialization services over the last three years.17
3.7.4.1.

New Building Commissioning

Fifty-eight percent of respondents who reported Cx as their primary specialization (n=28) said
that the demand for Cx grew substantially or grew somewhat over the last three years, while only
sixteen reported a decrease in demand for their services. For respondents who reported that
demand grew, the most commonly reported explanation for the increase was regulations and
standards (67%, or 12 of 18) with 91% of these respondents mentioning LEED certification
specifically.18 Increased awareness and knowledge of commissioning (28%), increased consumer
demand (11%), and the desire to reduce building energy use (11%) were the next most common
responses (Figure 15).

17

Cadmus did not provide a definition or description for the term “demand” in the survey. The survey question asks,
“What do you think has contributed to this change in demand for Cx/RCx/ReCx/OCx?”
18
Depending on the jurisdiction, LEED policies can vary between being mandatory or voluntary. See Table 18.
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Figure 15. Perceived Factors in Cx Demand Increase

Source: QE5: What do you think has contributed to this change in demand for commissioning new buildings?
n=18.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

3.7.4.2.

Retrocommissioning

Eight of the 11 respondents reported that the demand for RCx grew substantially or grew
somewhat over the last three years, while only one respondent reported a decrease. For the eight
respondents who reported that demand grew, the most commonly reported explanations for the
increase were the desire to reduce building energy use (n=5), the decreased cost of RCx projects
(n=4), and increased awareness and knowledge among the public (n=3) (Figure 16). As
expected, regulations and standards was a noticeably absent response (0%) when compared to
responses regarding the demand for commissioning services, because no state building energy
code requires RCx.
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Figure 16. Perceived Factors in RCx Demand Increase

Source: QE7: What do you think has contributed to this change in demand for
retrocommissioning existing buildings? n=8
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.

3.7.4.3.

Recommissioning and Ongoing Commissioning

All respondents reported that the demand for ReCx (n=3) and OCx (n=2) grew substantially or
grew somewhat over the last three years, but the much smaller market size for ReCx and OCx
make drawing inferences from these data more difficult. A single respondent for ReCx reported
that the change in demand came from increased competition, increased consumer demand or
interest, and a desire to reduce energy use. A single respondent for OCx reported that the change
in demand came from increased consumer demand or interest.
3.7.5. Perceived Market Barriers
Respondents reported the same market barriers for both Cx and RCx, suggesting the similarity of
these markets and their challenges. The top barriers were cost, lack of awareness or knowledge
among the public, and low customer interest (Figure 17). Respondents reported a greater lack of
customer interest for RCx (18%) than for Cx (10%).
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Figure 17. Market Barriers to Cx and RCx

Source: QF1: What do you think are the main market barriers to commissioning new buildings? QF2: What do you
think are the main market barriers to retrocommissioning existing buildings? n=40.
Note: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%.
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations
4.1. ACE Model Recommendations and Conclusions
Table 22 provides a summary of Cadmus’ recommendations to NEEA for updating key ACE
Model assumptions including the number of commissioning providers, square footage of
demolitions, and new and existing building commissioning market size, market activity, market
penetration, and baseline activity.
Table 22. LTMT Recommendations for Key Indicators
Key Indicators Reviewed

2012

2013

2012-2013
Cumulative

Number of Commissioning
Providers / Firms

N/A

N/A

113 / 60

14,784,730

13,045,181

27,829,911

Market Size (sq. ft.)

23,070,025

20,667,600

43,737,625

Market Activity (sq. ft.)

12,498,416

11,629,876

24,128,292

Square Footage of
Demolitions
New Building Commissioning (Cx)

Market Penetration

54%

56%

55%

Baseline Activity*

60%

51%

56%

Existing Building Commissioning (RCx)
Market Size (sq. ft.)

Market Activity (sq. ft.)

2,191,509,936

2,201,534,780

4,393,044,717

18,423,367

19,472,629

37,895,996

Market Penetration

0.8%

0.9%

0.9%

Baseline Activity

68%

61%

65%

*Baseline activity is the percent of market penetration that is not attributable to NEEA.
Source: 2014 Cadmus Evaluation of ACE Model Assumptions

New building commissioning in 2012 and 2013 increased substantially compared to prior years
(35 percent market penetration in 2011) despite no growth in new construction rates. Based on
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the commissioning provider survey and in-depth interviews with state/local officials, this trend is
primarily due to:




Washington’s implementation of 2012 IECC;
The city of Seattle implementing an even more stringent version of 2012 IECC regarding
commissioning; and
The popularity of LEED certification, which includes within its requirements for
certification that building owners comply with fundamental building systems
commissioning.

In addition, more firms specialize in new building commissioning compared to existing building
commissioning. New building commissioning market penetration varies significantly by state
due to differences in each state’s codes and policies. Washington has achieved higher market
penetration than other states due to the implementation of 2012 IECC.
Existing building commissioning in 2012 and 2013 grew slightly compared to prior years but
market penetration remains low. Based on feedback Cadmus received from in-depth interviews
of state officials and the phone survey of providers, the slow growth is primarily due to the lack
of state codes requiring commissioning of existing buildings. The states have only a few
voluntary policies and programs that were initiated prior to 2007.
The RCx market is growing, though, because many commissioning providers Cadmus surveyed
reported using word-of-mouth marketing. Those firms conducting existing building
commissioning often generate new leads from their new building commissioning projects.
Customers who commission new buildings may also own existing facilities and may be hearing
about RCx services through their Cx projects.
Baseline commissioning activity, which is activity that occurs without NEEA’s influence,
continues to increase in the market. NEEA helped create and foster the BCA, which initially had
significant influence on market, but now other factors are influential such as LEED certification,
utility incentive programs, and state/local codes and policies. NEEA has had some indirect
influence on state codes and policies but minimal influence on commissioning being included in
LEED certification requirements and on utility incentive programs.
These trends in new and existing building commissioning market penetration and baseline
activity indicate that there is large potential for NEEA to influence the market further, especially
the retrocommissioning market. NEEA should continue to influence the states of Idaho,
Montana, and Oregon to implement the 2012 IECC or its equivalent alternative, which would
lead to an increase in market penetration of Cx market penetration in those states. In addition,
NEEA could increase RCx market penetration by working with state officials to require it in
state building energy codes.

4.2.Recommendations to Improve Future Research
In the process of conducting the multi-method research described in this report, Cadmus
discovered unique challenges with estimating commissioning market trends and penetration. In
this section, Cadmus describes these challenges and offers recommendations for how to improve
future research efforts on this market.
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4.2.1. New Building Commissioning Market Activity
Retrocommissioning projects have a much shorter duration (several months) than new building
commissioning projects, which are typically multi-year projects. This aspect makes it difficult
for providers to allocate new building commissioning projects to a specific year, and also leads
to an imbalance between the new building market size and market activity. Estimates of new
building commissioning activity can be improved in future studies by clearly defining the criteria
of how projects should be attributed to a year, based on specific project start and completion
dates, and also by clearly defining what types of commissioning qualify as new building
commissioning. Cadmus discovered that many firms reported commissioning on renovated space
as new building commissioning.
4.2.2. Phone Surveys and Data Collection
Based on a population of 113 certified providers, Cadmus achieved a 90 percent confidence and
10 percent precision for most phone survey questions by achieving a sample of 40 providers.
However, NEEA and future evaluators can improve upon the quality and amount of data Cadmus
collected by implementing the following suggestions:


Cadmus conducted the phone survey and gathered commissioning activity data from
providers through e-mail during the month of December. This may have led to lower
response rates due to holiday conflicts and end of year business activities.



Cadmus conducted only one phone survey to collect all information on industry trends
and market barriers. The length of the survey may have led to the lower response rate.
NEEA may want to run an independent inquiry on the population of providers and the
type of commissioning in which they specialize.



Cadmus stratified the population by state in an attempt to achieve the appropriate sample
size in each state. In focusing on the state targets only, certain types of commissioning
firms and certification organizations such as ACG may have been over or
underrepresented in Cadmus’ phone survey sample. In addition to stratifying by state,
Cadmus suggests that NEEA stratifies by commissioning type and certification
organization for future research efforts so that they can make projections that are more
accurate to the population of providers.



In the phone survey, Cadmus asked providers to list the types of commissioning they
specialize in, and respondents were allowed to list multiple types. NEEA should limit this
type of question to one response, or if allowing multiple responses, ask the providers to
estimate the percentage of total sales each type of commissioning represents.



In the phone survey, Cadmus did not ask providers to give feedback on the number of
uncertified commissioning providers work at their firms, and recommends that NEEA
investigates this market of uncertified providers in future survey efforts.



Some providers informed Cadmus that they were not interested in pursuing a BCA
certification and that BCA certification was not desirable, but Cadmus did not ask further
questions to understand why. For topics directly related to NEEA’s commissioning
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initiative efforts (BCA, 2012 IECC), NEEA should consider adding an online discussion
forum component in future research with providers to obtain in-depth responses and to
better assess baseline activity.


Cadmus e-mailed an Excel-based data collection form to the 40 providers responding to
the phone survey. While Cadmus was successful in using this approach to gather actual
commissioning activity by firm, commissioning type, and state, the providers may have
misinterpreted some of the questions on the form leading to overestimates of their sales.
Cadmus recommends using this approach in future studies, but suggests that NEEA
should follow up with phone calls to firms after e-mailing them the data collection forms,
in order to clarify the questions on the form and to increase the response rate.



Cadmus offered a $150 incentive to firms returning the data collection form; increasing
this incentive may also increase the response rate.

Cadmus recommends that NEEA internally document the state codes, policies, and initiatives
regarding commissioning that they have influenced so that future attempts at estimating baseline
activity are consistent. Cadmus gathered this information through a series of e-mail
conversations with NEEA staff for this study.
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6. Appendix
6.1. Phone Survey
Commissioning Provider Survey
Hi. My name is [surveyor’s name] and I am calling from RDD Field Services on behalf of the
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, or, NEEA. NEEA is conducting a study that involves
contacting commissioning and retrocommissioning service providers, and so I wanted to let you
know that I may call several times to speak with different individuals at your company. For now,
may I please speak with [provider’s name]?
NEEA is conducting a study to understand the current market for commissioning and retrocommissioning. We are contacting service providers, like you, to learn more about your practices
and about market trends. We know your time is valuable, so we are offering providers a $150
Visa gift card for participating in the study.
First, let me tell you a little about the study and what we’d need from you. It involves answering
a few questions over the phone, and afterward, sending us some information over email about the
commissioning projects you completed this year. Some of the things we will ask for involve
gathering the square footage of your commissioning or retrocommissioning projects. The
purpose of the research is to help NEEA understand more about the building commissioning
industry and where the market is headed. All the data will remain confidential, and you do not
have to report your client’s names or information. We will combine it with other data for the
Northwest region so we can get an accurate and comprehensive picture of the commissioning
market. We will email you a spreadsheet to fill out with the information we would like to collect.
We expect you can complete it in about a half an hour. After we receive your completed data
form, we will mail you a $150 Visa gift card.
S1. Do you have a few minutes now to complete just the phone interview? This should take
about 15 minutes. [do not read]
1. Yes
2. No, but interested in participating [schedule a call back]
3. Not interested in study.
A.

Background

A1.

How many years have you worked in the commissioning or retro-commissioning field?
[record numeric answer:_______________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

A2.

What is your primary specialization? Would you say it’s… [multiple response]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Commissioning,
Retrocommissioning,
Recommissioning,
Continuous commissioning,
or something else? [record:_______________]
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-98. Don’t know [do not read]
-99. Refused [do not read]
A3.

Which commissioning certification bodies do you hold commissioning certifications
with? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1. ACG (AABC Commissioning Group)
2. BCA (Building Commissioning Association)
3. NEBB (National Environmental Balancing Bureau)
4. NEBB Retrocommissioning
5. AEE (Associations of Energy Engineers)
6. ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning
Engineers)
7. Other [record:_______________]
8. None
-98. Don’t know [do not read]
-99. Refused [do not read]

A4.

How often would you say your projects involve changes to lighting controls schedules or
set points? Would you say …
1.
2.
3.
4.
-98.
-99.

A5.

Always,
Most of the time,
Not too often, or
Never
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

What types of commercial buildings do you mainly work with? [do not read; mark all
that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
-98.
-99.

Retail buildings
Office buildings
Hospitals/Medical Facilities
Colleges/universities
Public Schools
Government buildings
Grocery Stores
Warehouses
Hotels
Data Centers
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]
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A6.

In your opinion, is commissioning and retrocommissioning cost-effective for small or
medium-sized buildings from a building owner perspective? [do not read]
1.
2.
-98.
-99.

A7.

Yes
No
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If A6=2] What size building is generally too small to be cost-effective?
[record answer verbatim:_______________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

B.

Firmographics and Specialization

B1.

How many commissioning or retrocommissioning providers does your firm employ in
the Pacific Northwest?
[record numeric answer:_______________]

B2.

Does your firm require its providers to hold any specific certifications? [do not read]
1.
2.
-98.
-99.

B3.

Yes
No
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If B2=1] Which certifications are required? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1. ACG (AABC Commissioning Group)
2. BCA (Building Commissioning Association)
3. NEBB (National Environmental Balancing Bureau)
4. NEBB Retrocommissioning
5. AEE (Associations of Energy Engineers)
6. ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning
Engineers)
7. Other [record:_______________]
8. None
-98. Don’t know [do not read]
-99. Refused [do not read]

B4.

Thinking about your firm, which of these types of commissioning—if any—does your
company primarily specialize in? [mark all that apply; probe if necessary]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
-98.

Commissioning
Retrocommissioning
Recommissioning
Continuous commissioning
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
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-99. Refused [do not read]
C.

Influencers

C1.

Are you aware of any state or local policies that encourage building commissioning,
either in the public or private sector? [do not read]
1.
2.
-98.
-99.

C2.

[If C1=1] How much impact has state or local policies had on your business? Would you
say they have had…
1.
2.
3.
4.
-98.
-99.

C3.

Yes
No
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

A significant impact,
A moderate impact,
Some impact, or
No impact at all
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If C2=1, 2, or 3] Which policies affected your business?
[record answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C4.

[If C2=1, 2, or 3] Could you briefly explain how those policies affected your business?
[record answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C5.

[Skip if A5=5 or 6] In the past two years, have you or others at your firm worked on any
municipal buildings?
1.
2.
-98.
-99.

C6.

Yes
No
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If C5=1 or A5=5 or 6] To the best of your knowledge, in which cities did you work on
municipal building projects? Please tell me all of the cities where you think you may
have worked on a municipal building. I’m just interested in cities in Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana.
[record answer 1:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]
[record answer 2:________________]
[record answer 3:________________]
[record answer 4:________________]
[record answer 5:________________]
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C7.

[If C5=1 or A5=5 or 6. Ask for each answer in C6. Skip if C6=Don’t know or Refused]
In the past two years, using your best estimate, about what percent of your firm’s total
square footage of all building projects involved municipal building projects in [Insert
answer from C6]?
[record numeric answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C8.

[If C7=Don’t know or Refused. Ask for each answer in C6. Skip if C6=Don’t know or
Refused] Ok, are you able to give me an estimate of the percentage of just YOUR
projects involved work on the municipal building projects in [Insert answer from C6]?
[record answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C9.

Other than public policies, are you aware of any other initiatives that promote
commissioning or retrocommissioning? [do not read]
1.
2.
-98.
-99.

C10.

Yes
No
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If C9 = 1] Which ones are they?
[record answer 1:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]
[record answer 2:________________]
[record answer 3:________________]

C11.

[If C9=1] [Ask for each answer in C10.] How important would you say, [Insert answer
from C10] is for your commissioning or retrocommissioning services? Would you say…
1.
2.
3.
4.
-98.
-99.

C12.

Very important,
Somewhat important,
Not too important, or
Not important at all?
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If C11=1 or 2. Ask for each answer in C10. Skip if C10=Don’t know or Refused] Using
your best estimate, about what percent of your firm’s total square footage of all building
projects in the past two years would you say was impacted by [Insert answer from C10]?
[record numeric answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C13.

[If C12=Don’t know. Ask for each answer in C10. Skip if C10=Don’t know or Refused]
Ok, are you able to give me an estimate of the percentage of just YOUR projects
impacted by [Insert answer from C10]?
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[record numeric answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]
C14.

How much impact has LEED certification had on your business? Would you say it has
had…
1.
2.
3.
4.
-98.
-99.

C15.

A significant impact
A moderate impact
Some impact
No impact at all
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If C14=1, 2, or 3] Could you briefly explain how LEED has had an impact on your
business?
[record answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C16.

[If C14=1, 2, or 3] Using your best estimate, about what percent of your firm’s projects
are conducted as part of LEED certification?
[record numeric answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C17.

[If C14=1,2, or 3] And of those projects, do you know about what percent achieved
LEED points for enhanced commissioning?
[record numeric answer:______________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]

C18.

[Skip if A3=2] Are you aware of the certification that the Building Commissioning
Association or BCA offers? [do not read]
1.
2.
-98.
-99.

C19.

[If C18=1] Have you ever attended professional training offered by the BCA? [do not
read]
1.
2.
-98.
-99.

C20.

Yes
No
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

Yes
No
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If C19=1] How influential was the BCA training on the current commissioning or
retrocommissioning services you provide? Would you say…
1. Very influential,
2. Somewhat influential,
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3.
4.
-98.
-99.
C21.

[Skip if A3=2] How likely would you say you are to obtain a BCA certification in the
future? Would you say…
1.
2.
3.
4.
-98.
-99.

C22.

Very credible,
Somewhat credible,
Not too credible, or
Not credible at all?
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[Ask if A3=2] Without the BCA certification, how would your project work be affected?
Would you say you would do…
1.
2.
3.
-98.
-99.

C25.

In the next six months,
In the next year,
In the next 2 years, or
Sometime beyond 2 years out?
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

In your industry, how credible would you say the BCA certification is? Would you say…
1.
2.
3.
4.
-98.
-99.

C24.

Very likely,
Somewhat likely,
Not too likely, or
Not likely at all?
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If C21= 1 or 2] When would you say you are mostly to obtain a BCA certification?
Would you say…
1.
2.
3.
4.
-98.
-99.

C23.

Not too influential, or
Not influential at all?
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

Fewer projects than you do now,
More projects than you do now, or
About the same number of projects that you do now?
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[Ask if C24=1] What percent of your services would you attribute to the certification?
[record answer:________________] [998=Don’t know, 999=Refused]
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D.

Marketing

D1.

What sources do you rely on to receive information and training on commissioning? [do
not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
-98.
-99.

D2.

Professional/trade organizations [record:_______________]
Firm
Seminars/webinars/meetings
Newsletters (email or direct mail)
Word of mouth
Trade shows
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

How do you market your commissioning services to customers? [do not read; mark all
that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
-98.
-99.

Firm’s website
Email
Direct mail
Traditional media (ads, billboards, TV, radio)
Flyers/brochures/fact sheets
Word of mouth
Social media
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

E.

Market Trends

E1.

How has the level of commissioning expertise changed at your firm over the past 3
years? Would you say it has…
1.
2.
3.
-98.
-99.

E2.

Increased,
Decreased, or
Stayed about the same?
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If E1=1] What do you think led to the increase in your firm’s commissioning expertise
and training? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Consumer demand/awareness
Internal demand
Competition
Changes to mandates/regulations/codes and standards [record:_______________]
Firm’s capital/capacity
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6.
7.
-98.
-99.
E3.

[If E1=2] What do you think led to the decrease in your firm’s commissioning expertise
and training? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
-98.
-99.

E4.

Grown substantially
Grown somewhat
Stayed the same
Decreased somewhat
Decreased substantially
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If E4=1, 2, 4, or 5] What do you think has contributed to this change in demand for
commissioning new buildings? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
-98.
-99.

E6.

Lack of consumer demand
No interest expressed internally
Lack of competition
Changes to mandates/regulations/codes and standards [record:_______________]
Firm’s weak capital/capacity
Poor marketing or lack of marketing
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If A2=1] From your experience, how has the demand for commissioning new buildings
changed over the past 3 years? Would you say it has…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
-98.
-99.

E5.

Marketing
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

Energy use
Consumer demand/interest
Competition
Mandates/regulations/codes and standards [record:_______________]
Money/Cost
Program incentives
Awareness/knowledge
Marketing
Technology [record:_______________]
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If A2=2] From your experience, how has the retrocommissioning demand for existing
buildings changed over the past 3 years? Would you say it has…
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
-98.
-99.
E7.

[If E6=1, 2, 4, or 5] What do you think has contributed to this change in demand for
retrocommissioning? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
-98.
-99.

E8.

Energy use
Consumer demand/interest
Competition
Mandates/regulations/codes and standards [record:_______________]
Money/Cost
Program incentives
Awareness/knowledge
Marketing
Technology [record:_______________]
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If A2=3] From your experience, how has the demand for recommissioning buildings that
have been previously commissioned changed over the past 3 years? Would you say it
has…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
-98.
-99.

E9.

Grown substantially
Grown somewhat
Stayed the same
Decreased somewhat
Decreased substantially
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

Grown substantially
Grown somewhat
Stayed the same
Decreased somewhat
Decreased substantially
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If E8=1, 2, 4, or 5] What do you think has contributed to this change in demand for
recommissioning? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Energy use
Consumer demand/interest
Competition
Mandates/regulations/codes and standards [record:_______________]
Money/Cost
Program incentives
Awareness/knowledge
Marketing
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9.
10.
-98.
-99.
E10.

[If A2=4] From your experience, how has the demand for continuous or ongoing
commissioning changed over the past 3 years? Would you say it has…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
-98.
-99.

E11.

Technology [record:_______________]
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

Grown substantially
Grown somewhat
Stayed the same
Decreased somewhat
Decreased substantially
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

[If E10 =1, 2, 4, or 5] What do you think has contributed to this change in demand for
continuous commissioning? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
-98.
-99.

Energy use
Consumer demand/interest
Competition
Mandates/regulations/codes and standards [record:_______________]
Money/Cost
Program incentives
Awareness/knowledge
Marketing
Technology [record:_______________]
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

F.

Barriers

F1.

What do you think are the main market barriers to commissioning new buildings? [do not
read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
-98.
-99.

Money/cost
Lack of awareness/knowledge among public
Customer lack of interest or customer not concerned with energy savings
Lack of incentives or insufficient incentives
Process takes long time/customer wants quick fix
Regulatory requirements are demanding
Nothing/no barriers
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]
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F2.

What do you think are the main market barriers to retrocommissioning existing
buildings? [do not read; mark all that apply]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
-98.
-99.

Money/cost
Lack of awareness/knowledge among public
Customer lack of interest or customer not concerned with energy savings
Lack of incentives or insufficient incentives
Process takes long time/customer wants quick fix
Regulatory requirements are demanding
Nothing/no barriers
Other [record:_______________]
Don’t know [do not read]
Refused [do not read]

G.

Data Request

G1.

Thank you for your time. Those are all the questions I have for you today. This concludes
Part One of this study. To receive the $150 Visa gift card, I’d now like to email you the
data form I’ll need you to complete about the number and size of your firm’s projects.
May I please have your email address?
1. Yes [record email address:_________________]
2. No [Thank and Terminate]

Great! Thank you. You will be receiving the form shortly. There will be more detailed directions
on how to complete it on the form itself. It will also have contact information for someone to call
if you have any questions, and instructions on how to submit it. Once NEEA receives the form,
they will mail you a gift card. Please submit the completed form by December 20th. Thank you
for your time, have a great day!
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6.2. Data Collection Form
Sheet 1: Instructions

Instructions
Thank you for agreeing to provide us with commissioning information. Your answers are confidential
and will only be used for research purposes. Please enter your firm's project information for the years
2012 and 2013 on the following tabs. We are seeking data by state and by project type wherever
possible. Please enter whole number responses to items listed; do not use percents. Whenever
possible, please distinguish between the four types of commissioning services.
Important: Please remember, we are requesting this data for your entire firm's projects.
Please provide a numeric value for each section, even if zero.

Contact information
Your Name:
Your Firm's Name:
Address where you would like the gift card mailed:
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Sheet 2: 2012 Data
Location of
Project

Commissioning
(New Buildings)

Retrocommissioning
(Existing Buildings)

Recommissioning
(Previously
Commissioned)

Continuous
Commissioning
(Ongoing)

Washington
Number of total completed
projects in 2012 (from Ja nua ry to

Oregon

December)

Idaho
Montana
Washington

Square footage of total
completed projects in 2012 (from

Oregon

Ja nua ry to December)

Idaho
Montana
Washington

Square footage of State building
projects only completed in 2012

Oregon

(from January to December)

Idaho
Montana
Washington

Square footage of public school
projects only completed in 2012

Oregon

(from Ja nua ry to December)

Idaho
Montana
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Sheet 3: 2013 Data
Location of
Project

Commissioning
(New Buildings)

Retrocommissioning
(Existing Buildings)

Recommissioning
(Previously
Commissioned)

Continuous
Commissioning
(Ongoing)

Washington
Number of total completed
projects in 2013 (from Ja nua ry to

Oregon

December)

Idaho
Montana
Washington

Square footage of total
completed projects in 2013 (from

Oregon

Ja nua ry to December)

Idaho
Montana
Washington

Square footage of State building
projects only completed in 2013

Oregon

(from Ja nua ry to December)

Idaho
Montana
Washington

Square footage of public school
projects only completed in 2013

Oregon

(from Ja nua ry to December)

Idaho
Montana
Washington

Number of projects in progress
Oregon
for 2013 (from January to December)
Idaho
Montana
Washington
Square footage of projects in
progress for 2013 (from Ja nua ry to

Oregon

December)

Idaho
Montana
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Sheet 4: Optional Data
Location of
Project
Number of total completed
projects in 2011 (from Ja nua ry to
December)

Square footage of total
completed projects in 2011 (from
Ja nua ry to December)

Number of total completed
projects in 2010 (from Ja nua ry to
December)

Square footage of total
completed projects in 2010 (from
Ja nua ry to December)

Number of total completed
projects in 2009 (from Ja nua ry to
December)

Square footage of total
completed projects in 2009 (from
Ja nua ry to December)

Commissioning
(New Buildings)

Retrocommissioning
(Existing Buildings)

Recommissioning
(Previously
Commissioned)

Continuous
Commissioning
(Ongoing)

Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
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6.3. In-Depth Interview Guide
State and Local Commissioning Officials Interview Guide
State & Department:_____________________________________________________________
Respondent Name:__________________________

Title:____________________________

Interview date:_____________________________

Interviewer Initials:

Introduction
Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today. The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
(NEEA) is conducting a study to understand the current market for commissioning and retrocommissioning. The purpose of this interview is to gather information about your state and local
building commissioning policies. This interview will take approximately 30 minutes and your
responses will remain confidential. Your perspective is very important to us, and we appreciate
you taking the time to share information with us
Role and Experience
Please describe your role in your department. Energy advisor for Seattle. Primary author for
energy codes at the city level. Technical advisor at the state level.
A. State Policy Adoption
1)

Your state’s current energy code is the [insert code]. Is that correct? If not, what
energy code has your state adopted?

2) I’d like to talk about the state’s building energy code and how it addresses

commissioning and retrocommissioning. First, can you please discuss how the
building energy code relates to:
a. Commissioning newly constructed buildings [Probe for details/differences
based on our understanding of codes from secondary research]
b. Retrocommissioning existing buildings [Probe for details/differences
based on our understanding of codes from secondary research]
c. And is it correct that this code applies to all new buildings, both public
and private?
d. Are any buildings excluded based on size or other characteristics?
3) Are there any other commissioning policies that your state has adopted? [If yes] What

are they? [Probe for specific policy, details, requirements]
a. Does that policy apply to both public and private buildings? [Probe for any
differences]
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b. Is this policy voluntary or mandatory?
c. In what year was this policy enacted?
d. Was there another policy that preceded it?
4) Are there any tax incentives for private building owners to commission or

retrocommission their buildings?
5) [If voluntary policies] Because the [policy X] is voluntary, how often would you say

[state buildings]/[building owners] actually commission/retrocommission their
buildings?
B. Municipal/Local Policy Variations
6) Are there any municipal or local variations on commissioning policies in your state?
7) [If eyes] Which municipalities have a commissioning policy that differs from the

state’s?
8) Do you know anything about commissioning policies these municipalities have

adopted? [Probe for specific policy, details, requirements]
9) [If yes] Do these municipal/local policies apply to both public and private buildings?

[Probe for any differences]
C. Influencers
10) How much impact do you think your state commissioning policies have had in terms
of increasing commissioning activities in the public sector? Private Sector? [Ask
scale below for both sectors and probe for reasons why].
Would you say they have had…
1. A significant impact
2. A moderate impact
3. Some impact
4. No impact at all
a.

[If 1, 2, or 3] Which policy in particular has had the greatest impact on the
market?

11) Does the LEED rating system have an influence on state and local commissioning

policies?
a. [If yes] How does LEED affect those policies?
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12) Have there been any other voluntary programs, initiatives, or partnerships that have

influenced the adoption of state and/or local commissioning policies?
a. [If yes] Which ones and how did they facilitate commissioning policies?
D. Trends
13) How have commissioning policies in your state changed during the past 2 years (2012

and 2013)?
14) What changes, if any, to commissioning policies in your state do you foresee in the

next 2 years?
Closing
15) Any additional comments? Thank you for your time.
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